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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. When the world s most
famous explorer is murdered at the Smithsonian, it s up to a
cynical Washington detective to solve the case. Bob Fundwell
dies in the Smithsonian s Ocean Hall when the life-size replica
of a whale falls from the ceiling and crushes him. A veteran
black investigator, Detective Thomas, is assigned the case. He s
witnessed two decades of bloody mayhem on the streets of the
nation s capital. The list of suspects is long, for the victim was
arrogant and reviled. Fundwell discovered the Gigantic, a
legendary ocean liner that sank in the Atlantic after hitting an
iceberg. He became rich and famous by falsely claiming the
work of his colleagues. As Thomas investigates the case, he is
lied to by people at all levels - from housing projects to the
Supreme Court. Deceit is the one constant in a Washington on
the eve of the 2008 election. Yet, he presses on, determined to
find justice and prove that Washington has changed since its
days as the murder capital of the country. Murder in...
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Reviews
Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be
transform as soon as you full reading this book.
-- Ma r vin O kuneva
Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident
that i will likely to read again once more down the road. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you
begin to read the book.
-- Za cher y Mer tz
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